
Q & A from Transition Event – 30 June 2020 

 

Q: Will a school bus be put on to allow kids to get to schools safely in current Covid 

context? 

A: Any decisions on buses will be made by B&NES and will follow government 

guidelines. As soon as we know more, we will put this on the website.  

 

Q: I have heard that some schools are encouraging children not to wear school blazers 

as they can't be washed regularly. Does the school have a policy on this yet? 

A: We are expecting full uniform from September and advise all parents to buy full 

uniform. Further restrictions may be put in place during the year. The blazers are 

machine washable. 

 

Q: Have you considered setting up video calls with groups of incoming pupils in lieu of 

the school visit/Our daughter thought that someone from the school would be doing 

a Zoom call with her Year 6 bubble going to RA. Was there initially a plan to do this? 

A: We have considered this but it has not been possible in the current climate.  We 

simply do not have the capacity to do this unfortunately.  

 

Q: Will there be a recording of this later so we can watch again? 

A: The video will be uploaded and available tomorrow. 

 

Q: Do we find out about tutor groups/learning groups before the children start in 

September? 

A: Students will be advised of their house, tutor group and learning groups before the 

end of term. 

 

Q: Are there any options to work with BANES to make cycling to school a bit safer 

(especially if buses are busy), particularly along Claverton Down Lane? 

A: We are working with B&NES to look at cycling.  Please also look at the HomeRun 

app. 

 

Q: Given the houses are having a name change - is up to date kit is likely to be 

available by Sept? 

A: The new house names are still to be confirmed.  As a result, we are not expecting 

any house logos on PE kit this year. Scholars have plain PE tops available and are 

aware of the situation. 



 

Q: In previous years we could request preference for Spanish or French - can we do 

this or will it be randomly selection? 

A: Language classes are now randomly assigned. There is no preference, as such, for 

languages. We would not be able to guarantee this for all students and it limits our 

ability to put students with their friends in learning groups. 

 

Q: Please can you tell me if doc martins are allowed for school shoes? 

A: Dr Martens are allowed in school. For full details please see the website. 

https://ralphallensh.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/Acceptable-and-Unacceptable-Shoes-

for-Ralph-Allen-School-2012.pdf?t=1593592971?ts=1593600906 

 

Q: How likely are the kids to get children they know in tutor classes? I think you asked 

for preferences, but is it possible they get put in a group with none they know? 

A: Students are likely to be with students they know in their learning groups but not 

necessarily in their tutor group. 

 

Q: Are the ties 'clip-on', or proper ties? 

A: They are clip-on in KS3. 

 

Q: The uniform page says that you need the black fleece or the rugby shirt, can I 

confirm this is correct i.e. that the 'rugby' shirt can be used as a general outdoor top / 

not just for rugby? 

A: Rugby top is fine to wear in any outdoor PE lesson. Most students prefer the fleece. 

 

Q: In the Scholars online shop there is only the option for the rugby top in the boys 

section, and only the fleece in the girls. So can the boys wear a fleece? And would 

they need a rugby top as well? 

A: The boys can wear a fleece but they must also have a rugby top. The fleeces are 

unisex. We will contact Scholars tomorrow. 
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